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ABSTRACT
In mobile wireless data access networks, remote data access is expensive in terms of bandwidth consumption. An efficient
caching scheme can reduce the amount of data transmission, hence, bandwidth consumption. However, an update event
makes the associated cached data objects obsolete and useless for many applications. Data access frequency and update
play a crucial role in deciding which data objects should be cached. Seemingly, frequently accessed but infrequently
updated objects should have higher preference while preserving in the cache. Other objects should have lower preference
or be evicted, or should not be cached at all, to accommodate higher-preference objects. In this paper, we proposed Optimal
Update-based Replacement, a replacement or eviction scheme, for cache management in wireless data networks. To facilitate the replacement scheme, we also presented two enhanced cache access schemes, named Update-based Poll-Each-Read
and Update-based Call-Back. The proposed cache management schemes were supported with strong theoretical analysis.
Both analysis and extensive simulation results were given to demonstrate that the proposed schemes guarantee optimal
amount of data transmission by increasing the number of effective hits and outperform the popular Least Frequently Used
scheme in terms of both effective hits and communication cost. Copyright © 2011 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Extraordinary advances in computing electronics and wireless communications promise flexibility to our daily lives.
Traditional cellular devices have been mostly used for
voice communication, whereas digital organizer devices
have been for storing details about personal contacts
and schedules. In contrast, modern mobile devices, such
as smartphones, personal digital assistants, and other
handheld computers, and deployed high-bandwidth 3G
(and expected 3.5G and 4G) cellular networks and wireless LANs create the platform for ubiquitous mobile
computing. These technologies have made many necessary and entertaining mobile IP-based applications
possible. Mobile IP telephony, mobile TV, video on
demand, video conference, tele-medicine, instant messaging, mobile online banking, stock market tracking, online
multiplayer games are examples of such applications.

Copyright © 2011 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

Online social networking, such as Facebook [1], Qzone [2],
MySpace [3], and Twitter [4]; video sharing sites, such as
YouTube [5] and Youku [6]; and image and file hosts, such
as SkyDrive [7], Flickr [8], Picasa [9], Photobucket [10],
and Dropbox [11] have changed the way people communicate and store their multimedia and other documents. These
applications and services consume so much bandwidth,
burdening the communication infrastructures, that the service providers have no choice but to look for alternate
methodologies and user incentive mechanisms [12–14]. As
prices of advanced mobile devices become more affordable
and more users subscribe for wireless data access services,
the problem of bandwidth is simply going to be worse.
In a mobile information retrieval system, databases and
files are hosted at remote servers, conventionally connected
on the wired networks. Each database or file server hosts a
number of objects made available to be accessed by the
mobile users. Obviously, whenever a mobile user accesses
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a data object from the remote server, all the communications have to pass through the wireless network. Despite
the advancements in wireless technologies, wireless bandwidth is the most scarce and the most expensive resource in
a wireless data network. A client has to be very economic
about the bandwidth consumption and make the best effort
towards higher utilization. Many applications adaptively
adjust the quality of service depending on the network
state. For example, a mobile Internet browser may retrieve
images whose quality is adjusted to the available bandwidth. However, developing such network-aware applications is not trivial [15]. Many applications can reduce
bandwidth consumption by caching recurrently accessed
objects locally. Note that, cache-oriented solutions are
not orthogonal for developing network-aware applications,
rather, in most cases, cache can be deployed irrespective of
network awareness.
Caching contributes in three ways to improve the performance of the data access applications and the network systems. Firstly, the average access latency is reduced as many
data objects are delivered from the local cache, instead of
fetching from the remote server. Secondly, without cache at
each access, an object has to be fetched from the server and
the object has to be passed through the network from the
server to the client; thus, caching reduces the network load.
Reduced network load decreases the cost of data access,
and it is a very important design goal for most of the wireless applications. Thirdly, as the server gets fewer request
from a client, the server becomes more scalable without
additional computing and network resources. An interesting side effect of employing cache is that, by cutting down
the number of communication transmissions, caching not
only salvage on expensive wireless access but also saves
power and prolongs battery life.†
A cache mechanism needs to address several aspects,
and two of these aspects are related to our problem
domain—(1) a cache access and (2) a replacement scheme.
A cache access scheme describes two important jobs of a
cache mechanism—(1) how a client and a server utilize
the cache and (2) how consistency between the original
data items at the server and copies at the client caches is
maintained. In a distributed environment, the second task is
often very complicated and termed as cache consistency or
invalidation scheme, if investigated from data consistency
or data invalidation perspective, respectively.
For many applications, the existence of a more recent
update renders all older copies of the data object invalid.
These applications must have access to the most recent
updated data. This kind of consistency is called the latest
value consistency [17,18], and a cache, satisfying the latest
value consistency, is said to be strongly consistent [17,19].

With the latest value consistency requirement, when a data
object is updated, all the cached copy becomes obsolete
and cannot be used to serve application requests. In this
case, a client has to retrieve the data item from the server.
Several strongly consistent cache consistency schemes for
wireless data access have been proposed, such as Invalidation Report (IR) schemes [17,20–27], Poll-Each-Read [19],
and Call-Back [19,26,28].
The other aspect of a cache mechanism, the replacement scheme, comes into play when the cache is full
and an accessed object has to be accommodated. Here,
one or more cached objects may have to be evicted to
make room for the newly arrived object. Most research
works have considered Least Recently Used (LRU)
[17,19–22,25–27,29,30] or Least Frequently Used (LFU)
[31] replacement schemes for wireless data access. Note
that, a cache mechanism may perform differently with different combinations of access and replacement schemes;
therefore, a system developer has to be prudent in choosing
the appropriate replacement and access schemes.
In this paper, we study two strongly consistent cache
access and an update-oriented replacement schemes for
wireless data networks, spanned over more than one
wireless cell. Our main contributions are of three folds:
we introduce Update-based Poll-Each-Read (UPER) and
Update-based Call-Back (UCB) access schemes, which
are tailored to provide both access and update histories to the replacement schemes; we propose Optimal
Update-based Replacement (OUR), a replacement scheme,
based on the idea of giving preference to frequently
accessed but infrequently updated data objects while
storing objects in the cache; and we analytically prove
that our replacement scheme, combined with the access
schemes, ensures the worst-case optimal performance. As
a result, this research provides the upper boundary for
the worst-case performance of any caching scheme and
a benchmark for average-case performance comparison.
The design goals of the proposed scheme are to increase
the effective hit ratio and to reduce transmission cost (i.e.,
bandwidth consumption) over the wireless cellular networks. Simulations are performed to validate our proposals
and claims.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.
We present our system model, related works, and performance metrics in Section 2. The UPER and the UCB cache
access and our cache replacement schemes are introduced
in Section 3. Quantitative analysis with an analytical model
is provided in Section 4. Performance evaluations and comparisons are presented in Section 5. We conclude the paper
in Section 6.

2. BACKGROUND
†

It is worth noting that transmission over wireless data network consumes a good amount of power [16]. However, reducing power consumption is not the main focus, but is an attractive by-product of
this research.
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In this section, we discuss our system model followed
by important related works. We fold up the section by
describing the design goals and performance metrics.
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Figure 1. A wireless cellular network for data access. MSC, mobile switching center; MS, mobile station; BS, base station;
PSTN, public switched telephone network.

2.1. System model
Our system model is based on the wireless data networks,
already available in the consumer market [32]. In these
networks, service areas are divided into a number of location areas (LAs). An LA is further partitioned into a number of cells. Each cell has a base station (BS). Many mobile
stations (MSs) reside in a service area, and each of them
connects to the closest BS. All the BSs within one LA
are connected to a mobile switching center (MSC). All the
MSCs are finally connected to the public switched telephone network. Such a network is connected to the Internet
in different ways, such as through proprietary networks
of the wireless carriers or the public switched telephone
network. A mobile terminal accesses data servers residing
either in the service provider’s network or in the Internet through its associated BS. Figure 1 shows a wireless
cellular network for data access. Typically, wireless links
exist only between MSs and corresponding BSs, and in this
wireless cellular network, MSs host client applications.‡
A client on an MS may use a cache to improve its performance. Each client manages its own cache. However,
the data servers also participate in improving the performance of the client caches. Note that, in our model, we
keep the wireless cellular network infrastructures, that is,
the network of BSs, MSCs, and gateways, unchanged. We
are motivated to take this route because modifications to
the wireless cellular network infrastructures are extremely
expensive. Besides, if caches are implemented at the BSs or
MSCs, whenever an MS switches from one BS to another
or one MSC to another, the cache or cache-related data
‡
In the rest of the paper, we use the terms MS, client (application), and
user interchangeably.

is also required to be moved, resulting in significant overhead. When each MS maintains its own cache, the performance of cache at an MS is not influenced by intracell or
intercell or LA mobility. In this research, we consider that
proper transmission schedules, channel condition tracking, error and flow control are performed by lower communication layers, and a client focuses on lowering soft
bandwidth—the amount of data the client requests to and
from the lower layers to transmit and receive, respectively.

2.2. Related works
Significant works have been done on caching in wired
environment. As bandwidth in wired environment is abandoned, many researches concentrate on faster data retrieval
by using cache rather than focusing on bandwidth consumption. In [33,34], a scheme to prefetch and cache
streaming multimedia segments to be played in the near
future are proposed. The application behavior in streaming
multimedia is mostly deterministic, where data is accessed
in sequence. In [35], alternates to distributed hash table
are proposed to cache indices among a group of peers in a
distributed manner. These techniques enable fast and efficient query processing in structured peer-to-peer networks.
However, in this application, cache buffer is considered to
be ample, and cache overflow is not considered to happen.
In [36,37], a collaborative scheme is presented to share
file/disk caches among network workstations. These works
assume availability of direct unicast and broadcast communications among cache entities. However, such features
are not available in our system model; hence, the presented
collaborations are not directly applicable. In [38], a cache
management scheme for wireless networks is proposed.
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This scheme performs better or worse than LFU depending
on access frequencies and patterns. Moreover, this scheme
is not supported by any analytical model.
In wireless data access, update process plays an important role because it makes the locally cached data objects
invalid. Thus, it is beneficial for a replacement scheme to
utilize update and access information together. The studies
in [19] investigates LRU as the replacement scheme without considering the effects of the update process. Although
other researches [39,40] have proposed to utilize update
information in replacement schemes, the main concentration was to reduce the stretch§ [41] of the IR. It is important to understand that IR schemes perform well under
the following assumptions: (1) the channel is a broadcast channel, (2) all the clients are in one wireless cell,
and (3) the server is local to the wireless cell, that is,
located at the BS. For example, if clients are in different wireless cells, the IR schemes become very expensive,
because IR reports include too much information that is
irrelevant to clients in different wireless cells [19]. In a
practical wireless cellular network, not all of the mentioned assumptions are satisfied. In other words, the server
is more likely to be at a remote site, subscribed clients are
scattered all over the wireless cellular network or even in
remote networks, and the entire network is not covered by
a single broadcast channel. Furthermore, a suitable implementation of an IR scheme requires cross layer support for
efficiency; hence, IR schemes are not realistic in practical wireless cellular networks. LRU [17,20–22], LFU [31],
and Most Recently Used [42] cache replacement schemes
are extensively studied particularly in the domain of operating systems, databases, and Web caches. It has been
shown that for online data objects, LFU provides superior
performance [43].
2.3. Performance metrics
The goals of our replacement scheme is to increase the
effective hit ratio and to reduce the communication cost.
When an access takes place, either a cache hit or a cache
miss happens. A cache miss is an event where the accessed
data object is not in cache. A cache hit is an event where
a cached data item is accessed. Cache hit can be further
classified into valid cache hit and invalid cache hit. Given
that the cached object is the most recent version, that is, the
object has not been updated because it has been cached, a
valid cache hit takes place. Otherwise, the access results
in an invalid cache hit. Effective hit ratio is the ratio of
a valid cache hit over all accesses. While measuring cost,
we focus on bandwidth consumption—the amount of data
transmitted to and from an MS to satisfy data requests from
the applications.

§
Stretch is defined as the ratio of average response time to service time,
where service time is the response time as if there exists no other job
in the system.
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3. PROPOSED SCHEME
In this section, we first present the notations and primitives used in this paper. Then, we introduce the UPER
and UCB cache access schemes. We describe the proposed update-oriented replacement scheme at the end of
this section.
3.1. Notations
Before describing the cache scheme, we introduce several
key terms, used in the following discussions.¶ Let the number of distinct and equal size objects hosted by the server
be N . The hosted objects are identified as Oi , where i D
1; : : : ; N . In case the objects are not of the same size, we
consider that they are broken down into fixed-size smaller
pieces.|| In our problem domain, object updates happen at
the server only. Let the maximum number of objects an MS
can locally cache be K.
Let i;j .t / be the access frequency of data item j at
client i and j .t / be the update frequency of data item j
at the server up to time t . Note that i;j .t / is maintained
for each client, and j .t / is an aggregated measurement
and does not involve any client. We denote i;j and j as
the expected access rate at client i and the expected update
rate at the server for data item j , respectively. When t is
sufficiently large, i;j .t / approaches to access rate i;j
and j .t / to j . Formally, i;j D limt!1 i;j .t / and
P
j D limt!1 j .t /. We denote  D N
i as total
P iD1
access rate. Similarly, we denote  D N

iD1 i as the total
update rate.
3.2. Primitives
The proposed UPER and an UCB cache access schemes are
spawned from the Poll-Each-Read and Call-Back access
schemes, respectively, to integrate both update and access
information when the cache is accessed or updated. Subsequently, our replacement scheme employs the update and
access information to ensure the optimum performance.
To describe our access schemes, we use the following
primitives:
add(data): Add data object to the local cache.
evict(id): Evict the local object with identification—id.
replace(data): Overwrite local older copy of data object
with a newer one.
modify(profile): Depending on schemes in place,
access-related and update-related profiles per objects
and per client are maintained. Each profile keeps access
and/or update frequencies of the hosted objects and may

¶

We continue to use the same notations introduced in previous research
publications.
||
In literature, this idea is often reflected through depth of a cache block.
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contain information about availability of objects at different clients. This primitive modifies the given profile with the most recent information. A modification
updates a small part, often related to a single object or
user, of the entire profile.
find_id(replacement_scheme): Find the identification
of the object to evict, using the given replacement
scheme, identified by replacement_scheme.
3.3. Working principle of the access
schemes
3.3.1. Update-based Poll-Each-Read scheme.
Different steps of UPER access scheme are shown in
Figures 2 and 3. In this scheme, the server maintains access
profile for each object per client, as well as update profile for each object. Whenever an access or update takes
place, the server updates the corresponding profile. Thus,
the server becomes the most knowledgeable entity in the
system. If a locally cached data object is requested, the
MS sends a request to the server to verify the validity of
the cached object. If the cached copy is the most updated
one, the server simply replies back with an acknowledgement (Figure 2(a)). Otherwise, the server forwards the most
recently updated copy (Figure 2(b)). Contrary to the previous two scenarios, if the request is for an object that does
not exist in the local cache, the mobile terminal sends a

request for the object. If the mobile terminal has a space
to accommodate a new object (i.e., cache is not full), the
server simply forwards a copy (Figure 3(a)). Otherwise,
the server makes a decision about a replacement and forwards the decision with a copy of the requested object
(Figure 3(b)). In this scheme, when the server receives an
update request, it replaces the object with the most recent
copy and adjusts the update profile for that object.
3.3.2. Update-based Call-Back scheme.
In UCB, beside the server, each MS also maintains
access and updates information for each cached object.
Although the server continues maintaining both the global
profiles, often, they do not reflect the most recent information. Some of the steps in this scheme is shown in Figure 4.
In this scheme, when an MS receives a request for an object
and finds that a copy locally exists, the object is served
immediately without consulting the server. Additionally,
the locally maintained access profile for that object is
updated. On the other hand, when the requested object is
not cached locally, the MS forwards the request for the
missing object to the server. At the reception of such a
message, the server replies back with the requested object
with its access and update information. Now, if the MS
has a space to accommodate the new object in the cache,
the object and its profiles are simply added (Figure 4(a)).
Otherwise, an eviction decision is made. The decision

(a) Scenario 1

(b) Scenario 2

Figure 2. Steps for Update-based Poll-Each-Read access scheme in different scenarios when requested object is locally cached:
(a) Scenario 1 and (b) Scenario 2.

(a)

Scenario 3

(b)

Scenario 4

Figure 3. Steps for Update-based Poll-Each-Read access scheme in different scenarios when requested object is not locally cached:
(a) Scenario 3 and (b) Scenario 4.
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(a)

(b)

Scenario 1

Scenario 2

Figure 4. Steps for Update-based Call-Back access scheme in different scenarios at a cache miss: (a) Scenario 1 and (b) Scenario 2.

is forwarded to the server with the access profile of the
to-be-evicted object so that the server adjusts the central
profile accordingly. The MS continues to discard the
evicted object and its related profiles (Figure 4(b)).
3.4. Optimal Update-based
Replacement scheme
In this subsection, we present our cache replacement
scheme. We name it Optimal Update-based Replacement
(OUR) scheme, which uses both update and access frequencies to achieve superior-guaranteed performance. We
define the performance factor (PF) from the perspective of
client i for object j up to time t as follows:

PF i;j .t / D

i;j .t /2
i;j .t / C j .t /

(1)

Similarly, long term PF is defined as

PF i;j D lim

t!1

2i;j
i;j .t /2
D
i;j .t / C j .t /
i;j C j

(2)

Detail semantics about PF will be discussed in the next
section. OUR scheme works by computing the PF for all
the objects using the access and update histories collected
through the cache access scheme. The PF of the most
recently accessed object is simultaneously computed. If the
new object has a higher PF than that of any cached one, the
object with the lowest PF is evicted, and the new object is
stored in the cache. Otherwise, the most recently accessed
object is not cached, and the cache is kept intact without
any change. Algorithm 1 presents the replacement scheme
using the notations introduced in Section 4.

4. QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS
In this section, we analytically prove that OUR ensures the
worst-case optimal cache performance in terms of cache
hits and communication cost.
1342

We number all replacements in the order they take place
in time, for example, the earliest replacement be numbered
as the first replacement, the next one as the second replacement, and so on. We use C .t / and C .t /0 to denote the
set consisting of all cached objects before and after the
t th replacement. For our analysis, we define two performance metrics—effective hits and cost. Note that, effective
hits and cost are computed considering all accesses over a
long time.
We denote the probability of guaranteed effective hits
after the t th replacement of UPER and UCB as PUPER .t /
and PUCB .t /, respectively, under any replacement scheme.
The costs of UPER and UCB resulting from the t th
replacement are denoted as CUPER .t / and CUCB .t /, respectively, under any replacement scheme. Similarly, we
denote PUPERCOUR .t /, PUCBCOUR .t /, CUPERCOUR .t /,
and CUCBCOUR .t / as the corresponding metrics at the t th
replacement when OUR replacement scheme is exercised.
Let Oa .t / and Oe .t / denote the accessed and replaced
objects at the t th replacement, respectively. Let OOUR .t /
denote the replaced object when OUR scheme is used.
Notations Creq , Cack , and Cobj are used to denote the transmission cost of a request (or verification) message, an
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acknowledge message„ and an object, respectively. Here,
we omit the costs of transmitting replacement decisions
or cost of piggy backing profile information of an object,
as they incur very negligible overheads. Based on the
behavior of OUR scheme, we have the following theorem.
Theorem 1. OUR scheme maximizes the probability of
guaranteed effective hits at each replacement for both
UPER and UCB access schemes.
Proof . A replacement happens when the cache is full and
a new object is fetched by the cache manager. At such an
event, an object not available in the cache is introduced.
The replacement scheme makes the final decision about
preserving the object in the local cache. Our goal is to show
that the probability of guaranteed effective hits after t th
replacement obtained by replacing OOUR .t / with Oa .t / is
larger than or equal to the probability obtained by replacing Oe .t / with Oa .t /. At the t th replacement, the following
conditions must hold:
Oa .t / … C .t /

X

D

8ijOi 2C .t/[fOa .t/gnfOe .t/g

X

D

8ijOi 2C .t/[fOa .t/g

2i
2e

(10)
.i C i / .e C e /

So, the equality when the OUR is exercised can be
driven as follow:
PUPERCOUR .t / D PUCBCOUR .t /
X

D

8ijOi 2C .t/[fOa .t/g



2i
.i C i /

2OUR
.OUR C OUR /


(11)

According to the definition of the OUR scheme, we have
2i
2OUR

min
OUR C OUR 8ijOi 2C .t/[fOa .t/g i C i

(3)

6
Oe .t / 2 C .t / [ fOa .t /g

2i
.i C i /

(4)

2e
i C e

(12)

Therefore, we have
0

C .t / D .C .t / [ fOa .t /g/ nfOe .t /g

(5)

PUPERCOUR .t / D PUCBCOUR .t /

Similarly, for OUR scheme,

X

D
OOUR .t / 2 C .t / [ fOa .t /g

(6)

0

C .t / D .C .t / [ fOa .t /g/ nfOOUR .t /g

8ijOi 2C .t/[fOa .t/g



(7)

At any access, the probability of the accessed object
being Oi , 1 6 i 6 N , is
pa;i

i
D


pu;i

i
D
i C i

(9)

Accesses to different data items are independent, that is,
they are disjoint events. Therefore, from Equation (5) to
Equation (9), no matter what replacement scheme is used,
we have
PUPER .t / D PUCB .t /
X
D
8ijOi 2C .t/0

D

pa;i pu;i
X

pa;i pu;i

8ijOi 2C .t/[fOa .t/gnfOe .t/g

D

X

8ijOi 2C .t/[fOa .t/gnfOe .t/g

i
i
 i C i

8ijOi 2C .t/[fOa .t/g

8ijOi 2C .t/[fOa .t/g

(8)

The probability of Oi being accessed before an update
takes place is

min

X

>



2i
.i C i /
2i
.i C i /

2i
.i C i /

2e
.e C e /

D PUPER .t / D PUCB .t /

(13)

From Equation (13), at each replacement, the probability of effective hits obtained by using OUR is larger than
or equal to the same metric by using any other replacement scheme. It is concluded that the eviction choice
made by OUR ensures optimal worst-case effective hits at
each replacement.

Corollary 1. OUR minimizes the cost of data access
at each replacement for both the UPER and the UCB
access schemes.
Proof . When the UPER cache access scheme is exercised
and an access causes a cache hit, the client and the server
only exchange a request and an acknowledgement message (Figure 2(a)). If the access causes a cache miss or an
invalid cache hit, the client sends the server a request message, and the server replies to the client with the data object
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(Figures 2(b) and 3(a)) and the replacement decision if the
cache is full (Figure 3(b)). Therefore, for UPER,
CUPER .t / D PUPER .t /.Creq C Cack /
C .1  PUPER .t //.Creq C Cobj /
D Creq C Cobj C PUPER .t /.Cack  Cobj /
For OUR, the previous equality is expressed as follows:
CUPERCOUR .t / D Creq C Cobj
C PUPERCOUR .t /.Cack  Cobj /
Without loss of generality, the cost of transmitting
an acknowledgment is much smaller than the cost of
transmitting an entire object. So, Cack  Cobj , that is,
Cack  Cobj  0. It has been indicated in Theorem 1 that
PUPER .t / is maximized while using OUR. Therefore,
CUPER .t / is minimized while the OUR scheme is used.
In UCB scheme, there is no message exchange when
the access causes an effective cache hit. Thus, the cost
resulting from the replacement at the t th access is
CUCB .t / D .1  PUCB .t //.Creq C Cobj /

(14)

and for OUR replacement,
CUCBCOUR .t / D .1  PUCBCOUR .t //.Creq C Cobj /
(15)
Again, CUCB .t / is minimized while OUR is used

because PUCBCOUR .t / > PUCB .t /.
With these properties, we have the following theorem:
Theorem 2. OUR scheme gives long-term optimalguaranteed effective cache hits for both UPER and UCB
access schemes.
Proof . Suppose another scheme, called OPT, make a different decision than OUR at time t1 as shown in Figure 5.
At this point, object Oa1 is accessed, OUR replaces object
OOUR1 , and OPT replaces object OOPT1 . By definition,
PF OUR1 < PF OPT1 . From Theorem 1, it is evident that
OUR performs better than OPT scheme before any further
replacement takes place. However, at some later time t2 ,
when Oa2 is accessed, OPT makes another replacement where object OOPT2 is replaced to accommodate the accessed object. To prove the theorem, we

Figure 5. Replacement in Optimal Update-based Replacement
(OUR) and other schemes.
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assume that because of this replacement decision, OPT
outperforms OUR scheme. Now, we prove the theorem
by contradiction.
As OUR outperforms OPT between the period t1
and t2 , to outperform OUR in the long run, OPT
has to have a better performance than OUR through
the replacement at t2 . From Equation (10), we know
that objects with higher PF results in higher effective hit rate. As a result, PF a2 has to be higher than
PF OPT2 . Denote the content  of the cache
 before t1
be C . Of course, OOPT2 2 C nfOOPT1 g [ fOa1 g. If
OOPT2 2 C nfOOPT1 g, OUR scheme would have also
replaced an object with the lowest PF from the cache, but
that contradicts with our initial assumption. Then, OOPT2
and Oa1 have to be the the same, resulting in PF a2 >
PF a1 . Again, OUR scheme would have replaced Oa1 or
another object with lower PF to accommodate Oa2 , which
contradicts our initial assumption.
Hence, the OPT scheme cannot exist. Using the same
argument, it can be shown that there exists no sequence
of replacements, which results in a higher guaranteed
effective hit rate than OUR.


5. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
We have developed an extensive discrete event simulator in C++ to evaluate the performance of the proposed
OUR replacement scheme. We compare OUR with the
LFU replacement scheme [44] because of the reasons
described in Section 2. Our simulation setup is described
in Subsection 5.1. We discuss the results from the simulations in the rest of this section. We also present results from
theoretical analysis wherever applicable.
5.1. Simulation setup
For data access applications, different objects have different popularity. It has been observed that the access to different online objects follow Zipf-like distributions [19,44].
In our simulation, at an access (or update), object Oi is
accessed (or updated) with the probability pi , defined as
2

0

131
N
X
1
A5
pi D 4i @
j˛
˛

j D1

where ˛ > 0 and is called the Zipf ratio. Note that, when
˛ D 0, pi D 1=N , for all i , that is, all objects are chosen with the same probability of 1=N . Let the Zipf ratio
for access and update events be ˛a and ˛u , respectively.
In our simulations, an object is ranked uniquely within the
range from 1 to N to find its access and update probability.
Notice that item Oi may have two distinct ranks to represent its access, and update probability and both of them
may be different than the object ID, i .
Let na;j and nu;j be the total number of accesses for
all the clients and the total number of updates at the server
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to object j , respectively. Let nmiss denote the total number
of cache misses and invalid cache hits. Let na be the total
number of accesses to all the objects from all the clients.
For our simulations, we compute the effective hit ratios as
PUPER D 1 

where na D

nmiss
D PUCB
na

EH UPER D PUPER    T

where T is the simulation time. Finally, the computation
of costs for UPER and UCB are shown in Equations (18)
and (19), respectively.

(16)
CUPER D

PN

j D1 na;j and then deduce effective hits as
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Figure 6. Performance of Optimal Update-based Replacement (OUR) and Least Frequently Used (LFU) for objects with the same
update frequencies: (a) K D 50, (b) K D 60, (c) K D 70, (d) K D 50, (e) K D 60, and (f) K D 70. UPER, Update-based Poll-Each-Read;
UCB, Update-based Call-Back.
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CUCB D

1
Œnmiss .Creq C Cobj /
na

the objects are for read only and no update takes place
(i.e.,  D 0). Static databases, audio, and video files
sharing in wireless environment are examples of this
kind of application.
 LFU performance is also optimal where no update
takes place in the caching system.
 With increment of ˛a , hit ratio also increases. The
higher ˛a is, the smaller set of objects is accessed
more frequently, resulting in fewer misses.
 Larger cache helps in alleviating cache misses. However, this behavior is clearly visible when ˛a is
smaller. With larger ˛a , most of the access are due
to fewer objects; hence, increasing cache size results
in very little additional benefit.

(19)

Unless mentioned otherwise, we consider Creq and Cack
to have the same default value of Cmsg , where Cmsg D 60.
The default values for Cobj and  are 600 and 1, respectively. It is worth to mention that all the objects in this
experiment have equal sizes. Variable object sizes with different cache replacement policies are out of the scope of
this paper. The default number of MSs in the network is 20.
5.2. Objects with no updates
Figure 6 shows the effective hit ratio and cost for OUR
and LFU scheme when no update to any object takes place,
that is, j for all j is 0. In all the simulations, the server
is populated with 500 objects. In this case, OURi;j is
determined by i;j , and consequently, while accommodating new objects in the cache, both OUR and LFU choose
the same objects for eviction. Thus, both the schemes
result in the same performance. In addition, we have the
following observations:
 All combinations of access and replacement schemes

enjoy higher effective hit ratio and lower cost when

5.3. Impact of number of objects and
cache size
In this subsection, we present the effect of the number of
objects (N ) and cache size (K) on cache performance. In
Figure 7, the performance of UPER/UCB+OUR is compared with UPER/UCB+LFU for different object set sizes.
The values for the parameters ˛a , ˛u , and K in these simulations are 0:20, 0:60, and 20, respectively. We have the
following observations:
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Figure 7. Performance of Optimal Update-based Replacement (OUR) and Least Frequently Used (LFU) for objects with different number of objects: (a)  D 0:40, (b)  D 0:60, (c)  D 0:40, and (d)  D 0:60. UPER, Update-based Poll-Each-Read; UCB, Update-based
Call-Back.
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 Effective hits for all combinations of access and

 In oppose to the previous case, as cache size increases,

replacement schemes decrease with the increment of
database size. However, in all cases, OUR replacement scheme shows better results.
 Given a fixed size cache, as the object set size
increases, the chance of hit reduces, irrespective of
the replacement scheme. However, the gain of using
OUR becomes prominent with larger set sizes.
 UCB+OUR scheme gives the best performance in
terms of cost per access, and UCB+LFU closely
follows. Provided that Cobj  Cmsg , according to
Equation (18), the difference between UCB+OUR
and UCB+LFU is dominated by nmiss . Hence, with
smaller miss rate, the gap between OUR and LFU
scheme dilutes.
 With any of the replacement schemes, UCB access
scheme cost less than UPER. However, OUR scheme
reduces cost per access further as compared with
LFU scheme.

the number of effective hits also increases for all combinations of schemes, and OUR performs better in
all cases.
 Because of increasing number of hits, the cost per
access also declines with larger cache for both the
schemes. However, the cost of UCB is reduced at a
higher rate than that of UPER.
 As cache size increases, each additional extra cache
buffer adds fewer additional effective hits. Hence, a
designer must compromise between the cost of adding
extra cache buffer and cache performance.
5.4. Impact of Zipf ratio
Figure 9 shows the effect of update Zipf ratio on the
performance of both OUR and LFU schemes with the
simulation parameters ˛a , K, and N to be 0:01, 50, and
500, respectively. It can be seen that
 with different Zipf ratios, the performance of OUR is

consistently better than that of LFU in terms of both
number of hits and cost per access; and
 the overall effective hits fall and the cost increases as
update Zipf ratios increases.
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Figure 8 shows different performance characteristics for
different cache sizes. For these simulations, the values for
the parameters ˛a , ˛u , and N are chosen as 0:01, 0:60,
and 400, respectively. From the figure, we deduce the
following arguments:
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Figure 8. Performance of Optimal Update-based Replacement (OUR) and Least Frequently Used (LFU) for objects with different cache sizes: (a)  D 0:50, (b)  D 0:60, (c)  D 0:50, and (d)  D 0:60. UPER, Update-based Poll-Each-Read; UCB,
Update-based Call-Back.
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Figure 9. Performance of Optimal Update-based Replacement (OUR) and Least Frequently Used (LFU) for different Zipf ratios:
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Figure 11. Cost of Optimal Update-based Replacement (OUR) and Least Frequently Used for different message sizes: (a) Case 1 and
(b) Case 2. UPER, Update-based Poll-Each-Read; UCB, Update-based Call-Back.

5.5. Impact of number of mobile stations
The number of MSs has significant effect on what PF values different objects get. In the way PF is computed (as
shown in Equation (2)), j is a global metric and is not
affected by the number of MSs. On the other hand, i;j for
all i are affected by the number of MSs, provided that  for
the entire system is given. As the number of MSs increases,
the difference between PFs of different items become less
distinct, and PFs are mainly determined by . Figure 10
shows results with parameters ˛a , ˛u , K, and N valued at
0:01, 0:06, 50, and 500, respectively. As shown in Figure 9,
with more MSs, the hit rate decreases at a faster rate, and
hence, the cost per access increases.
5.6. Impact of message size
Finally, we investigate the impact of different message
sizes, that is, Cmsg . We consult two cases: (1) K D 50
and N D 500 and (2) K D 100 and N D 400. For both
the cases, values of , ˛a , and ˛u are set to 0:40, 0:01,

and 0:60. The results are presented in Figure 11. From
both the results, it is evident that cost per access for UPER
increases at a faster rate than UCB as the ratio of Cmsg to
Cobj increases.
5.7. General observation
We have the following general observations while preparing and running the simulator and evaluating the results:
 It is difficult to synthetically generate access and

update traces that satisfy all the parameters and capture the worst-case requirements. Hence, most of
the traces are generated with high update rates and
update Zipf ratios to make them behave more closer
to the worst-case scenarios. In all the simulations, the
theoretical probability of hits are computed at each
replacement only. Thus, in most cases, simulation
results are slightly better than the theoretical results.
 For cases where cache suffers from higher number of misses, or cases where there are fewer to no

Figure 10. Performance of Optimal Update-based Replacement (OUR) and Least Frequently Used (LFU) with different number
of mobile stations: (a)  D 0:40, (b)  D 0:50, (c)  D 0:40, and (d)  D 0:50. UPER, Update-based Poll-Each-Read; UCB, Updatebased Call-Back.
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misses, the temporal objects introduced in between
two consecutive cache replacements result in fewer
extra cache hits. Thus, in those cases, the difference
between theory and simulation subsides.
 For cases where cache suffers from higher number
of misses, the benefit of OUR scheme becomes more
visible. As the system approaches to a system with
read-only objects (i.e., objects with no updates), both
LFU and OUR can achieve the optimal performance.

13.

14.

6. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed an optimal cache replacement scheme, named Optimal Update-based Replacement
(OUR) scheme, to make efficient use of the network bandwidth in wireless data networks by increasing effective
cache hits. To accommodate access and update information in the caching system, we have also proposed two
enhanced cache access schemes—UPER and UCB access
scheme. We have analyzed the cache access schemes and
proved that if combined with OUR scheme, the schemes
guarantee optimal number of effective cache hits and optimal cost of data access in terms of network bandwidth.
Extensive simulations also demonstrate that the proposed
scheme outperforms LFU in terms of both effective hits
and communication costs.
Currently, we are working towards finding optimal cache
system policies for data access applications where updates
are initiated by the clients, rather than the server. We are
also investigating cache systems for other form of wireless
networks, particularly, networks with limited broadcasting
capabilities, such as wireless LAN. In many applications,
objects sizes are different. We plan to carry on researches
where the same objects size constraint is relaxed.
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